Title:

NGJA Assistant Regional Technical Director

Reports to:

Technical Vice President, NGJA

Date: May 2020

Position Attainment
This position is elected by the judging community within the NGJA judging region (i.e. West, Mid-West, Mid-East,
East) in which you are an active member.
Job Description
This position requires technical expertise as well as an ability to communicate technical issues to the judging
community within your NGJA judging region. The Assistant Regional Technical Director (ARTD) assists in driving
all technical aspects of judging at the senior and collegiate levels within their respective NGJA region. A good
working relationship with the Regional Technical Director (RTD) will be needed to effectively complete various
tasks. The position will serve judges across multiple JO regions. Therefore, having familiarity with judges outside
of your specific JO region will be necessary.
Essential Duties
This position requires the ARTD to primarily provide assistance to their respective RTD. This work may include
(but is not limited to) the following:
Nominations: Solicit and present nominations for Mid-East representation for:
- NCAA Championships
- Winter Cup, US Qualifier, USA Championships, Olympic Trials
- Various international competitions
- NAL / D1 positions
- Senior National Team Camps / visits
Communication: Maintain responsibility for lines of communication throughout the region to assure that the latest
interpretations from FIG, USAG and the NGJA are made known to all judges.
Auxiliary Assignments: Assign the auxiliary judges for national competitions held in the region (i.e. USA
Championships and NCAA Championships)
Reports: Generate the annual technical report for the region and oversee that all state and regional course
reports are submitted in a timely manner.
Special Projects: As requested by the President, National Technical VP and RTD.
Experience/Education
Minimum National Card
Brevet (Preferred)
Skills
Organized and detail oriented
Possesses a detailed knowledge of judges and their capabilities
Provide responses to Technical VP in a timely manner.
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